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Python Activity: LISTS
“Gift Exchange” program

Learning Objectives
Students will be able to:
• Implement the logic of loops working in conjunction with lists
• Make determinations about when to create new user-defined functions
• Write code using the Python syntax for loops, lists, and functions
• Interpret pre-existing code and make additions/edits
• Demonstrate debugging skills
• Determine good test data for programs

A popular activity during holidays is for families or groups of friends or co-workers to setup up a gift exchange.
For large groups especially, though, it can be a time-consuming task to determine who will buy a gift for whom in
a fair system that is inclusive of everybody, so this is a ripe case for creating an automated “helper” program to
make the gift assignments for us.
How can we take that idea and write a functional computer program around it?
First, we’ll need to ask the user how many people will be participating in the gift exchange. Then, we’ll need to ask
for the names of all of the participants and add them to a list. Then, we’ll have to figure out how to randomly
assign one person to another in a way that ensures that no one is assigned to give a gift to themselves and that
each person only gives one gift and only receives one gift (there cannot be any repeats).
Finally, we’ll need to display the full list of final gift assignments to the user letting them know who is giving to
whom in this gift exchange.
Use the following starter code In Python:
# Gift-assigner program
import random
numPeople = int(input("How many people are playing? "))
givers = []
receivers = []
print("Please enter their names: ")
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# Get all of the players' names and add them to the list
for i in range(numPeople):
givers.append(input(""))
# Randomly assign gift givers to gift receivers. Check to make sure that
nobody is assigned themselves (which is no fun!), and that each person can
only give one gift and can only receive one gift (no repeats). Keep trying
(looping) until everyone is giving a gift to someone else.
for j in range(numPeople):
receivers[j] = random.sample(givers, numPeople)
# Print results
print()
print("Gift Assignments...")
for k in range(numPeople):
print(givers[k], "will buy a gift for", receivers[k])
print()

1. ASSIGNMENT: Add to the starter code above to make sure that 1) nobody is assigned to buy a gift for
themselves, and 2) each person can only give one gift and can only receive one gift (no repeats). Have the
program keep trying (looping) until both of these conditions are met. The program should work every
time regardless of the number of people participating.
2. CHALLENGE ASSIGNMENT: How can we avoid a “closed loop” where, for example, Player #1 buys a gift
for Player #4, and vice versa – effectively closing them off from everyone else?
3. CHALLENGE ASSIGNMENT: Assuming that your solution was to completely restart from scratch and
reassign everybody if even one person was assigned to give a gift to themselves - which is inefficient - can
you design a better, more efficient algorithm? (HINT – It’s ok to create new lists!)
4. CHALLENGE ASSIGNMENT: Sometimes, it's no fun for certain people in a big gift exchange to buy gifts for
each other (like spouses who will probably buy gifts for each other anyway). Can you edit this program to
account for such undesirable matchings? (HINT - Read up on different Matching algorithms!)
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